
■ Initial drill penetration
Initial drill penetration is an important factor for successful drilling. One way of ensuring good hole quality is to make sure 

the penetration surface of the workpiece is vertical to the drill centre axis. In addition, an indexable drill can carry out initial 
penetration of convex, concave, inclined and irregular surfaces by adjusting feed rates.

Workpiece surface Countermeasures

For a convex surface, the conditions are relatively good and the centre of the drill 
ideally makes contact with the workpiece first, thus normal feed can be adopted.

When penetrating an inclined surface, the cutting edges will be unevenly loaded, 
which may result in the premature drill abrasion. If the angle of the inclined surface is 
larger than 2°, the feed should be reduced to 1/3 of the value recommended for the 
drill.

When drilling into concave surface, drill center axis normally tends to go off-center, 
the feed should be reduced to 1/3 of the value recommended for the drill.

When drilling into non-symmetric curved surfaces, the drill tends to deviate from the 
centre because it is penetrating an inclined surface. The feed should be reduced to 
lower than the value recommended for the initial penetration of concave surfaces.

When drilling into irregular surface, the insert faces the risk of chipping, which may 
also occur when drilling through the workpiece. Therefore, the feed rate should be 
reduced.

Vc =  Dc×π×n 
1000

Q = Vf ×π × Dc2 
4 ×1000

Vf =  fr ×n (mm/min)

Vc =  Dc×π×n 
1000   =  20×3.14×1600 

1000 = 100 (m/min) 

n =  Vc × 1000 
Dc × π   = 100 × 1000 

20 × 3.14 = 1600 (rev/min) 

Vf = fr ×n   = 0.1×1500  = 150 (mm/min) 

Tc =  Id × i 
n × fr   =        40×1                                      

  1600 × 0.1 = 0.25 (min)

Spindle speed is1600 rev/min，drill diameter is 
20mm，thus cutting speed is：

Drill diameter is 20mm, feed speed is 160mm/rev, 
thus metal removal rate is:

Spindle speed is1500 rev/min，feed rate per 
revolution is 0.1mm/rev，thus feed speed is：

Drilling a hole with a diameter of 20mm and a depth of 
40mm, cutting speed is 100m/min and feed rate per 
revolution is 0.1mm/rev. Calculate the drilling time.

Q = 
 Vf ×π×Dc2 

4×1000
  =  160×3.14×202 

4×1000 = 50.24 (cm3/min) 

Tc =  Id × i 
n × f

Vc (m/min): cutting speed
Dc(mm): drill diameter
n (rev/min): rotating speed

●	Cutting speed(Vc)

◆	Example

◆	Example

◆	Example

◆	Example

Vf (mm/min): feed speed 
fr (mm/rev): feed rate per revolution
n (rev/min): spindle speed

●	Feed speed

●	Machining time ●	Metal removal rate
Tc (min): machining time      
fr (mm/rev): feed rate per revolution             
i: number of holes   Id (mm): drilling depth          
n (rev/min): spindle speed

Q (cm3/min): metal removal rate
Dc(mm): drill diameter
Vf (mm/min): feed speed

Calculations for shallow drilling
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Recommended cutting parameters for ZSD

Technical information for U drills
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ISO Materials Hardness HB Diameter Dc 
mm

Feed rate fn
mm/r

Cutting speed Vc
m/min
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Recommended cutting parameters for ZTD
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